How to access

Continuity of Care Documents (CCDs)
from Hawaii Pacific Health
using the Health eNet

Community Health Record

Hawai’i physicians now have the capability to access Continuity of Care Documents from the Hawai’i Pacific Health system:

✓ Kapi’olani Medical Center
✓ Pali Momi Medical Center
✓ Straub Clinic & Hospital
✓ Wilcox Memorial Hospital

Using the Community Health Record, providers can now access an all-in-one patient chart from Hawai’i Pacific Health that includes visit details, laboratory results, radiology reports, dictated notes, outpatient procedures and other pertinent health information – in addition to Admission, Discharge, Transfer information.
Step 1
RUN A PATIENT SEARCH

Step 2
ACCESS THE PATIENT SUMMARY

Continuity of Care Documents (CCDs) from Hawaii Pacific Health

Note that patient has Hawaii Pacific Health encounter

Problems/Conditions are populated for HPH Patients

Notes: __________________________________________________  __________________________________________________  __________________________________________________
Step 3
If the patient has HPH encounters,
ACCESS THE DOCUMENTS TAB

Step 4
IN THE DOCUMENTS TAB...

Notes: __________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Continuity of Care Documents (CCDs) from Hawaii Pacific Health

For patients with HPH encounters, click Documents tab

Usually there are no records kept in Documents tab

Click on Find External Documents to query HPH CareEverywhere system
Continuity of Care Documents (CCDs) from Hawaii Pacific Health

**Step 5**
A POP-UP WINDOW WILL APPEAR AS THE COMMUNITY HEALTH RECORD ELECTRONICALLY QUERIES THE HPH CAREEVERYWHERE SYSTEM

**Step 6**
CHOOSE THE DOCUMENTS YOU NEED

Click to select the document, then "Load External Documents"

Notes: ____________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
CONTENTS ARE RETRIEVED FROM THE DATA SOURCE (CAREEVERYWHERE)

Step 7

FULL CCD IS LOADED, AND BY CLICKING ON THE DOCUMENT, CONTENTS WILL BE AVAILABLE

Step 8

OPENING THE CCD PROVIDES MORE OPTIONS

Table of Contents shows clinical info available in this CCD

CCD can be downloaded or printed to hard copy. Send only works for Health eNet DSM user accounts

Note: Once another patient is accessed through Health eNet, the CCD will not be stored in the Document tab of this patient. The CCD with most up-to-date data will always be available for query through Health eNet. Also, patients who opt out of CareEverywhere will not have a CCD available.
Thank you for attending this Hawai‘i HIE User Forum

got QUESTION ?

To ask your host:

Type into the text box under the “?” icon on your webinar panel.

Or contact us at helpdesk@hawaiihie.org or (808) 441-1411

Better Efficiency
Better Care
Lower Costs

Health eNet connects you to physicians across Hawai‘i.

Hawai‘i HIE makes interoperability possible. No matter what type of practice, EMR system, hospital affiliation, or island, Health eNet allows you to:

✔ Access a database of 1.2 million patients and 20 million health records.
✔ Refer patients electronically. No paperwork, fax or phone calls needed.
✔ Join the 100’s of Hawai‘i physicians making 100,000 queries/month.

“I’m hoping the Community Health Record will continue to grow. Because as the system expands, physicians will come to realize it’s a much more efficient way to access health records and, because of this efficiency, will save time and money.”

Greigh Hirata, MD
Fetal Diagnostic Center of the Pacific